
Number Bonds 2 Dimensional Shape

Activity 2:

Use different toys to make the number bonds to 10.

This week develop your knowledge and fluency of recalling number bonds 
up to 10. There will be a YouTube lesson to support you with this.
You could use the tens frame that you made last week to find the number bonds up to 10.

Activity 1:

Play number bond pairs. A game for 2 or more players. Write the numbers 0-10 down on a 
piece of paper and cut them out to make little digit cards. (You will need two number 5’s) Put 
them face down and take it in turns to turn over 2 cards. If the numbers add up to 10 you can 
keep the cards. The player with the most cards at the end is the winner.

Activity 3:

Colour the number bond colouring sheet in the mathematics section 
of the school website, matching the bonds to 10. 

4 and 6 makes 10

Develop your knowledge of 2 dimensional shapes. There will be a YouTube lesson to support 
you with this.

Activity 1:

Using 3 dimensional shapes (such as wooden blocks) print 2 dimensional shapes. Dip the 
shape into paint and print them onto paper. What shape is it? Can you describe it? What 3 
dimensional shapes do you need to make different 2 dimensional shapes?

Activity 2:

Draw around 3dimensional shapes (You could use tins, boxes building blocks etc) to make 2
dimensional pictures. Can you make a robot or a flower? You could share your pictures on the 
class blog.

Activity 3:

Colour the 2 dimensional shape colouring sheets in the mathematics section of the school 
website Can you name the shapes you see?

Activity 3:

Use the following website to make 2 dimensional shapes using a geoboard.
Talk about the shapes you make. Click on the picture to take you to the page

Challenge Activity

Using a ruler, draw your own 2 dimensional shapes.

Activity 4:

Play ‘Save the Whale’ on ICT games. Click on the picture to take you to the page.
The whale is trapped in the lake. Add lengths of pipe to total 10.
Then turn the wheel valve to set the whale free.

Challenge Activity
Write all of the number bonds to 5 and then 10 using the part whole model.

http://www.ictgames.com/saveTheWhale/
https://horley.surrey.sch.uk/subjects/mathematics/
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/geoboard/
https://horley.surrey.sch.uk/subjects/mathematics/
https://horley.surrey.sch.uk/subjects/mathematics/


Parent Information
What is a Number Bond?
Number bonds may also be referred to as 'number pairs'. They are simply the pairs of numbers that make up a given number.  Here are the number bonds that 
make 10 shown in part whole models

Although we have focussed on number bonds to 5 and 10, it is useful for your children to become familiar with other bonds as well e.g. bonds to 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 
and 9

Shape
The difference between 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes.

A 2 dimensional shape (2D) is a ‘flat’ shape (Only has length and height). A 3 dimensional shape is a ‘solid’ shape as it also has depth. It is useful to teach 3 
dimensional shapes first as 2 dimensional shapes can be found within them e.g by printing the faces of a cube to find a square or cutting an orange in half (sphere) 
to find the circle within. 

When describing 2 Dimensional shapes count the corners and sides. Discuss if the sides are curved or straight. It is also important that they see shapes that are 
orientated differently. E.g. a triangle  

2 Dimensional Shape Names 2 Dimensional Shape Vocabulary                                                 

Square          Triangle      Rectangle/ Oblong        Circle

CornerSide


